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With over 50 years of experience serving motor carriers, TBS makes trucking

easier with cutting-edge technology and various services to help drivers get

established, stay compliant, find loads, and get paid faster. TBS serves

thousands of clients nationwide with simple and quick cash flow solutions.

In 2013, TBS Capital Funding joined the TBS family, expanding our service

offerings to include general factoring. As TBS continues to grow and expand,

our dedication to our clients remains steadfast.

Headquartered in Oklahoma City and voted one of the best places to work in

Oklahoma, the TBS family of companies drives change for small businesses

with our commitment to digital transformation.

https://www.facebook.com/tbsfactoring
https://www.linkedin.com/organization-guest/company/tbs-factoring-service-llc1?challengeId=AQFM4x27fKVX_AAAAXN288ZCych_o8bhqFIyu852A5bOJsLVhJQjdC8UE75rCc3bKPP5IdOF6QNCpwqx1d9el1j80mVOeBeNXA&submissionId=3f294515-d119-2416-6577-336c2939cf45
https://twitter.com/tbsfactoring?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.instagram.com/tbsfactoringservice/
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Trucking can be a rewarding career, due to the lure of the 

open road and the ability to be your own boss. But as with 

any business, you have to make money—and manage it 

wisely—to reap the rewards.

Plenty of freight is available at competitive rates, but fixed 

costs (such as tractor and trailer payments, insurance, fuel 

taxes and permits), plus variable costs (such as fuel, 

meals, lodging, telephone, tolls, gate fees, tires, taxes, 

loading/unloading lumper fees, laundry, showers and 

maintenance), keep coming. Cash is king of the road, so 

here are five ways to improve your working capital.

5 Ways to Improve Freight Working Capital
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Chapter #1  |  String Together Shorter Hauls That Pay Better
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string together shorter 
hauls that pay better
While hauling a load of beer from Texarkana to Georgia looked like 

great fun (and quite lucrative) in the 1977 movie “Smokey and the 

Bandit,” today’s successful trucker checks load boards online or 

works with a dispatch service to find shorter hauls to string together 

for a higher per-mile average rate.

Load boards (such as Search4Freight.com) provide information 

about short and back hauls, and many have features that allow you 

to set parameters and get alerts when a posted load meets your 

criteria.

Once you find a series of short loads—coming and going—try to 

negotiate being the regular, go-to driver for that route. Doing this can 

provide stability to your schedule and predictability to your cash flow.
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Chapter #2  |  Fuel Up Thoughtfully

fuel up thoughtfully
If you pay for fuel with a credit card, you may be paying a premium 

price. At the very least, take advantage of mobile fuel pricing apps, 

such as our TBS Fuel Finder. We also offer fuel cards with volume 

discounts at the pump, and advance you cash on the card. We can 

advance up to 50 percent toward the purchase of fuel on any load we 

factor (subject to approval).

Here’s how it works: drivers need to sign a fuel advance program 

agreement and send an advance request to TBS with a copy of the 

rate sheet and bill of lading. Upon approval, TBS will put the advance 

on either your TBS EFS or TBS Comdata® fuel card.

TBS’s upgraded fuel advance program has been streamlined for 

faster processing and funding.

Through EFS and Comdata, you can manage features of your fuel 

card online, such as setting spending limits on the cards for multiple 

drivers.

Also pay attention to where you fuel up. When it comes time to pay 

your IFTA fuel taxes quarterly, some states assess more than others. 

Rates often change, so check iftach.org for information.
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Chapter #3  |  Enhance Cash Flow with Freight Factoring
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enhance cash flow with 
freight factoring
Factoring allows you to turn your freight bills into cash for a nominal 

fee, rather than waiting 30 to 60 days to collect. Factors can purchase 

the invoice only (non-recourse factoring) or purchase both the invoice 

and the payment risk (recourse factoring) for a slightly higher fee.

Since credit cards often give you 30 days to pay, some truckers turn 

to them for financing. They quickly find out, however, that they may 

not qualify for a high-enough limit, and the high interest rates of many 

credit cards can quickly lead to trouble if large purchases or cash 

advances can’t be repaid quickly.

Bank loans or lines of credit are viable options for financing your 

trucking business, but once again, new start-ups may find this type of 

financing hard to find. The Small Business Administration (SBA) 

recommends changing personally-secured lines of credit to business 

lines of credit as soon as possible.

Unpredictable cash flow can derail the strongest of companies—and 

independent truckers are especially susceptible—if you don’t plan 

your work and work your plan.
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Chapter #4  |  Keep Your Rig Rolling with Preventative Maintenance
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keep your rig rolling with 
preventative maintenance
If your truck is held together with spit and baling wire, incessant 

repairs will deplete your wallet quickly. But maintenance performed 

regularly, while the equipment is still working, will lessen the likelihood 

of it failing and prevent unexpected breakdowns. The following 

components should be inspected and kept in excellent condition, 

and you should always buy good quality fuel.

Engine – Properly tuned and serviced.

filters – Change when necessary.

fluids – Fill to recommended levels.

oil – Use proper grade and viscosity for weather conditions.

cooling system – Inspect belts, hoses, clamps, 
caps, fans, shrouds and clutches; replace as needed.

fuel – Maintain fuel filters and drain tanks and 
separators of water and sediment.

batteries – Test charge and inspect for 
cleanliness and damage.

Electrical system – Check alternator, starter, 
and wires for condition and operation.

lights – Adjust headlights and ensure all lights work properly.

air – Inspect air system for proper operation and drain water.

tires – Check air pressure, tread wear, and chains.

Exhaust – Check seals for leaks or holes.

brakes – Ensure proper braking of each wheel, and 
check anti-lock brake system.

windshields – Inspect wipers, washers, heaters, 
and defrosters to allow clear vision.

lubrication – Use the right lubricant to reduce 
friction, prevent wear, and minimize corrosion.

cleanliness – Removing dirt and de-icing agents 
help prevent corrosive damage.
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Chapter #5  |  Stay in Compliance

stay in compliance
In order to keep our roadways safe, your on-road safety performance 

is measured using data from roadside inspections against the BASIC 

(Behavior Analysis and Safety Improvement Categories). These are:

Unsafe Driving

Hours of Service (fatigued driving)

Driver Fitness (CDL and medical)

Controlled Substances (drugs/alcohol)

Vehicle Maintenance (cargo handling, HAZMAT, and crashes) 

Your measurement for each BASIC depends on your number of 

violations and their severity, as well as how recent the violations were. 

Always request a CVSA sticker on a “No Violations” – Level 1 inspection. If the inspector is certified, they can provide a 

sticker that is valid for the current quarter. Be sure your truck, trailer, and logs are in good condition because “OOS” (out of 

service) can mean “out of business.”

There is tremendous focus on distracted driving as a contributor to truck crashes, and commercial drivers are required to 

use hands-free cell phone technology. The device you utilize must allow drivers to make or answer calls with a single touch. 

Any accidents, regardless of cause, can potentially result in a DOT intervention and could subsequently put a driver out of 

business. No call, text, or tweet is worth losing your livelihood.

Repeat on-the-road violations can result in an FMCSA intervention in the form of an on-site DOT audit, letter of intent to 

revoke a motor carrier’s operating authority, and much more. Call the experts regarding any letter you receive from the 

FMCSA. Ignoring a letter from the FMCSA is costly in many ways. 

Parking is also a nationwide concern. Be sure to check the route ahead for adequate parking opportunities to avoid going 

over hours, ensure adequate rest, and prevent unnecessary stress and driver fatigue.

To enjoy your trucking career and the time you spend on the road, it is necessary to have the working capital available 

to take care of fixed and variable expenses, both in the long and short terms. By staying in compliance, keeping your rig 

maintained, factoring your freight loads, fueling in the right places with the right discounts, and stringing together shorter 

hauls that pay better, you’ll find that during those hours spent resting up to prevent driver fatigue, you’ll sleep like a baby 

knowing you’ve got all your bases covered.
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TBS FACTORING SERVICE, LLC
Serving the transportation industry since 1968

CALL
(800) 207-7661

se habla espaÑol

visit
tbsfactoring.com

All information provided in this media is for information purposes only and does not create a legal relationship with TBS Factoring Service, LLC, or any of its affiliated entities (collectively,
“TBS”), nor does it constitute a legal contract with TBS. This information is subject to change without prior notice. While all reasonable care is taken, TBS does not warrant the accuracy,
completeness, timeliness, performance, or fitness for any particular purpose of the content herein, nor do we endorse or accept any responsibility for any views, advice,
recommendations, or opinions expressed herein or in any material or sources that may be quoted, linked, or relied upon herein. In no event shall TBS be responsible or liable, directly or
indirectly, for any damage or loss caused or alleged to be caused by or in connection with the use of or reliance on any such content, goods, or services available on or through any such
media or resource.

TBS OFFERS:
- Low rates

- Free credit checks
- Easy application process

- Fuel advances
- Free authority processing

- Permitting & compliance assistance
- Insurance down payment assistance

- And much, much more

http://tbsfactoring.com



